Dear guests,
Welcome. Thank you very much for choosing Petani
Bay Hotel, for your valuable holidays….
Under these exceptional circumstances we are
experiencing and living through, we would like to take
the opportunity to express and explain all the measures
we have taken in order to fully guarantee your health
and safety while on vacation on our premises.
Your health is our top priority.
Petani Bay Hotel has always taken pride in putting the
health and safety of our guests at the forefront of our
priorities. It must be stressed that there is no Covid-19
positive person tested on the island of Kefalonia.
We are in a secluded region in Kefalonia but even so
our staff has been specially trained in the event of any
sensitive situation to scrupulously implement all the
recommendations of the World Health
Organization, the government and the regional
health agencies. The hygiene rules have been adapted
to the specific constraints with the utmost
professionalism. It is therefore, essential that all guests
using the Hotel’s facilities strictly follow measures and
guidance given by the hotel to prevent infection and
varius transmission to a maximum.
In this regard, while staying at the hotel you must
respect any and all related healthcare measures…

(indicatively including physical distancing, hand
washing, use of antiseptic gel where it’s needed).
We would like to take this opportunity to thank and
show our gratitude to all our staff for quickly
mobilizing and adapting from the beginning of this
crisis to ensure your safety and wellbeing so you can
freely enjoy the unique experience which Petani Bay
Hotel – Adults Only has to offer you.
Please don’t hesitate to contact us for any other info or
help you may need.
We remain at your disposal,
“Petani Bay Hotel” team
** We

have to inform you that your personal data and
information will need to be used by the hotel, as
prescribed under the above mentioned protocols (and
particularly in cases of potential or confirmed
infections).
Thank you in advance for your cooperation….

